The validation and evaluation of network reliability are significant issues in the planning, design, and control of systems. The minimal path (MP, an edge set) set is one of the main tools used in measuring network reliability. A new node-based concept to find all MPs is proposed by simply searching all of the ordered node subsets with a time complexity O(ne n ), where n is the number of nodes. The proposed concept is implemented in a newly proposed node-based MP algorithm using depth-first search (DFS). Because O(m) = O(n 2 ), where m is the number of edges, the proposed node-based MP algorithm is theoretically more efficient than conventional edge-based algorithms, which all use time complexity O(n2 m ) to search for all MPs. Finally, a series of numerical experiments is implemented to test the performance of the proposed algorithm.
FIGURE 1. An example network.
After finding all MPs, R can be easily calculated using the following equation: R = Pr({X |there is at least an MP from the source node to the sink node in subnetworkG(V , X ) for all X ⊆ E)}.
However, it is also NP-hard to search for all MPs in general networks [43] - [47] . A variety of methods have been proposed to search for the entire MP set, e.g., the traditional depthfirst-search method [43] - [45] , the heuristic algorithm [46] , the universal generating function method [47] , etc. These approaches are edge-based and find all MPs by trying possible (unordered) edge subsets. In addition, each edge-based algorithm must generate and verify no more than 2 m MP candidates (edge subsets) with time complexity O(n2 m ), where n and m are the numbers of nodes and edges in the network [43] - [47] .
Recently, Yeh proposed the first node-based MP algorithm to search for all MPs in a directed acyclic network by finding the longest path in each selected node subset [43] . The time complexity in Yeh's algorithm is O(m2n m ), which is the first instance of the time complexity of the MP algorithm being equal to that of the best-known minimal cut (MC) algorithm (also node-based) in the literature [48] , [49] . However, the directed acyclic network is only applicable for some special networks without any cycles, and it is also an NP-hard problem to find the longest path [43] , i.e., Yeh's method is not applicable for general networks where cycles are always included. Thus, there is a need to develop a new node-based MP algorithm to improve the efficiency of the conventional edge-based MP algorithm for general networks.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel, straightforward, and simple node-based concept for the MP problem before calculating the binary-state network reliability. According to the proposed novel node-based concept, a novel node-based MP algorithm is developed to enumerate all MPs efficiently without needing to try all ordered node subsets. The computational complexity of the proposed node-based MP algorithm is analyzed to show its theoretical efficiency. In addition, to examine the practical performance of the proposed algorithm, two experiments are implemented. One compares the proposed node-based MP algorithm with the existing edge-based MP algorithm [43] , [44] on 20 benchmark networks, and another tests the maximal size of complete networks that can be solved using the proposed algorithm. Note that there is always an edge between each pair of nodes in complete networks such that the number of edges of complete networks is maximum among all networks with the same number of nodes. The proposed node-based MP algorithm is also easily stretched to search for all MPs between all node pairs. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the required acronyms, notations, nomenclature and assumptions. Section III presents the novel node-based concept for the MP problem. Its theoretical efficiency is also discussed in Section III by comparing the time complexity between the proposed node-based MP algorithm and the conventional edge-based MP algorithms. The major parts of the proposed MP algorithm based on the novel node-based concept are described in Section IV. Section V proposes the node-based MP algorithm with the depth-first-search strategy between two specific nodes in detail. In Section V, the proposed algorithm is illustrated step-by-step to show how to search for all MPs in networks. Two computational experiments are given in Section VI to compare the efficiency of the proposed algorithm with the conventional edge-based MP algorithms on 20 benchmark networks and evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm by testing complete graphs on up to 16 nodes. Concluding remarks are given in Section VII. B. NOTATIONS | • |: the number of elements of •; e.g., |E| is the number of nodes in E. G(V , E): a connected network, where V ={1, 2, 3, . . . , n} is the node set, E is the edge set, and nodes 1 and n are the specified source node and sink node, respectively; e.g., Figure 1 shows a network. e ij : e ij ∈ E is a directed edge from nodes i to j.
II. NOTATIONS, NOMENCLATURE AND ASSUMPTIONS
Note that each adjacent node subset must be written in an ordered node subset in this study. For example, V 2 ={3, 4, 5} in Figure 1 (see Figure 2 ). 5, 6} is an MPN because P = {e 12 , e 25 , e 54 , e 46 } is an MP from nodes 1 to 2 to 4 to 5 to 6 in V * .
C. NOMENCLATURE
Reliability: the probability of a live connection between the source node and the sink node. MP/MC: an arc subset that forms a path/cut such that if any arc is removed from this subset, then the remaining subset is no longer a path/cut. MPN: an ordered node subset; the set of these arcs connected any two consecutive nodes in an MPN is an MP. For example, {1, 2, 5, 4, 6} is an MPN, and {e 12 , e 25 , e 54 , e 46 } is the corresponding MP from nodes 1 to 6 in Figure 1 . Complete network (graph): a fully connected and undirected network such that there is always a distinctive arc between each pair of nodes; i.e., the number of its arcs is equal to |V |(|V |−1)/2.
D. ASSUMPTIONS
The network satisfies the following assumptions [43] -[47]: 1. Each node is perfectly reliable.
2. The graph is connected, without parallel edges, and free of self-loops. 3. Each edge has two states: working or failed.
III. THE NOVEL NODE-BASED CONCEPT
A novel node-based concept is presented in this section. In Section 5, it is implemented in the proposed node-based MP algorithm to enumerate all MPs with the help of the adjacent node subsets, index Lab(•), and index Pos(•) discussed in Section 4.
The following property and corollaries, which are simply based on the above definition of an MPN, discuss the relationships between the MP and the MPN.
Property 1:P is an MP if and only if V * (P) is an MPN. Corollary 1: All MPs can be found in MPNs. Corollary 2: All MPNs can be found from all ordered node subsets.
The next property, following Property 1 and Corollaries 1 and 2 directly, describes a novel concept to obtain the complete MP set by simply searching for all MPNs from all ordered node subsets.
Property 2: All MPs can be found from all ordered node subsets.
The following property shows the time complexity in implementing Property 2.
Property 3:It takes O(ne n ) time to find all MPs when implementing Property 2.
Proof: The formula for the number of possible permutations of (n − k) nodes from n nodes is n! k! . Hence, the number of all possible ordered node subsets is
In addition, the time complexity is O(n) to verify whether each ordered node subset is an MP. Hence, it takes O(ne n ) time to find all MPs by trying all ordered node subsets.
The following property states that there is no need to eliminate identical MPs after generating all MPs from MPNs.
Property 4: If q 1 , q 2 are two distinctive MPNs, then the MP generated from q 1 is different from that of q 2 .
Proof: Because q 1 = q 2 and all MPs from nodes 1 to n must be via all nodes in the related node subset.
Therefore, we have the following important theorem. Theorem 1: All MPs can be found without any duplications from all ordered node subsets in time complexity O(ne n ).
IV. THE DFS, ADJACENT NODE SUBSETS, INDEX Lab, AND INDEX Pos
If all ordered node subsets must be located to search for all MPs (MPNs) while the proposed node-based concept is implemented using Theorem 1, then this task becomes very time-consuming. Hence, a novel algorithm, called the nodebased MP algorithm, is proposed to implement the novel node-based concept efficiently without trying all ordered node subsets.
The proposed algorithm adapts a depth-first search (DFS) to construct the search tree, called the DFS-tree here, to save memory space in efficiently enumerating MPNs [43] [44] [45] . A node is called a visited node if it is in the current path; otherwise, it is called an unvisited node in the DFS-tree. Let the node in the last position of the current path be a parent node, the node appended immediately after the parent node be an offspring node, and any other node qualified to be the offspring node be a brother node of that offspring node.
In a conventional DFS, the DFS-tree adopted in the algorithm starts at the source node with the following three steps for each branch during the search:
1) The offspring-branching step is as follows: a) Select and add an unvisited offspring node to the last node in the current path. b) If no unvisited node can be chosen in this step, proceed to the brother-branching step. c) If the offspring node is the sink node, then an MPN is found; save all ancestors in sequence (which is the found MPN) and proceed to the parent-branching step.
2) The brother-branching step is as follows: a) Replace the last node in the current path with one of its unvisited brother nodes and return to the offspring-branching step.
b) If no unvisited brother node can be chosen in this step, proceed to the parent-branching step.
3) The parent-branching step is as follows: a) Return to the parent node of the current node and proceed to the brother-branching step. b) If there is no parent node-i.e., the current node is the source node-halt. To speed up the procedure in building the DFS tree, three innovations are proposed: the adjacent node subset, the index Lab(•), and the index Pos(•), where • is a node. Lab(•) is used to prevent any path found in the proposed algorithm with redundant edges or cycles; i.e., only the MPN is found by the proposed algorithm. Pos(•) is implemented to ascertain that each MP is found efficiently without duplications in the proposed algorithm.
The details of these three innovations are explained below.
A. THE ADJACENT NODE SUBSET
The following property shows that only the nodes adjacent to the parent node-say, v-can be the offspring node of node v. Property 5:Let p be an ordered node subset, and let there always be an edge from nodes
Proof: It follows from the definition of the adjacent node subset.
Property 5 is able to reduce the number of offspring node candidates and is also the core of indices Lab(•) and Pos(•). Note that the adjacent node subset of each node is built only in the initial step of the proposed algorithm, and these subsets never change their elements. (1)
The value of Lab(v) is updated from 1 to 0 immediately if v is no longer included in the current path, regardless of whether v will be included again in another distinctive path later. Conversely, the value of Lab(v) must change from 0 to 1 as long as v is included in the current path.
With the help of Lab(•), all paths are able to avoid the occurrence of cycles. The following discusses how a cycle forms by adding a new edge in a path. This is necessary to prevent a cycle in paths and is often used in this subsection.
Property 6:The path from nodes p(1) to p(2) to . . . to p(k) includes a cycle if and only if e p(i),p(i+1) ∈ E and p(i) = p(j), where p is an ordered node subset, j = i, and i = 1, 2, . . . , k-1.
The following property, directly from Properties 1, 2, 5 and 6, explores some special characteristics about ordered node subsets, MPs, MPNs, and/or paths.
Property 7:Let p be the ordered node subset of a path in the DFS-tree such that e p(i),p(i+1) ∈ E for i =1,2,. . . ,k−1, wherek = |p|. Then, all statements below are true. a. p(i+1)∈ V p(i) for i =1,2,. . . ,k−1. b. There is a path from nodes p(1) to p(2) to p(3), . . . , to p(k) . c. If e p(k),v ∈ E and v = p(i) for i =1,2,. . . ,k, then there is a path from nodes p(1) to p(2), . . . , to p(k) to v. d. If e p(k),v ∈ E and v = p(i) for i =1,2,. . . ,k, then there is a cycle in the path from nodes p(1) to p(2), . . . , to p(k) to v. e. p is an MPN if and only if p(1)=1, p(k) = n, and p(i) = p(j) for i = j.
The following property restates Property 7 in terms of the label function Lab(•). Property 8 also shows that all MPNs can be found by enumerating these ordered node subsets that form a path without redundant edges and cycles with the help of the label function Lab(•).
Property 8:Let p be an ordered node subset, k = |p|, p(i+1)∈ V p(i) for i =1,2,. . . ,k−1 and
Then, all statements below are true.
a. There is a path from nodes p(1) to p (2) 
C. THE INDEX Pos(•)
It is trivial that the DFS strategy is able to find all possible ordered node subsets by trying all paths without duplications [43] - [47] . However, it is burdensome and inefficient to find all possible ordered node subsets and then filter out all MPs from these ordered node subsets. Hence, another index called Pos(•) is proposed to reduce the solution space.
The following property shows that these ordered node subsets of any found and non-abandoned path in the DFS tree is an MPN; i.e., there is no need to verify the feasibility of all final ordered node subsets obtained in the DFS-tree.
Property 9: If p is an ordered node subset found in the DFS-tree, then p includes nodes 1 and n, and p is an MPN.
Proof: It is trivial that each ordered node subset starts from node 1 in the proposed DFS-tree. If any ordered node subset is terminated at node k and k = n in the DFS-tree, then Pos(V k ) > |V k |, and node k is abandoned and moves back to its parent node. Thus, any found and non-abandoned path in the DFS tree included nodes 1 and n. In addition, there is a path from p(1) to p(2) to . . . to p(k) = n with no cycles, and p(i) = p(j) for i = j and i, j ≤ k from Section 4.2. Thus, p is an MPN.
The following property shows that each MPN is found in the DFS-tree if Pos(•) is used; i.e., there is no need to try all possible ordered node subsets.
Property 10: If p is an MPN, then p can be found in the DFS-tree using the index Pos(•).
Proof:Let p(1)=1, p(2), . . . , p(k) be found in the proposed DFS-tree but p(1)=1, p(2), . . . , p(k), p(k+1) be not in the DFS-tree, where k+1< |p|. It is trivial that p(k+1)∈ V p(k) from Property 5; i.e., V p(k) = ∅. If Pos(p(k))> |V p(k) |, then either p(k+1)= p(i) for some i < k+1 or V p(k+1) = ∅. However, the former case results in a cycle that is impossible in the DFS-tree; the latter case causes p to not be an MPN because it cannot reach node n. Hence, p(1)=1, p(2) , . . . , p(k), p(k+1) is also in the DFS-tree. In the same way, p(1)=1, p(2), . . . , p(k), p(k+1), . . . , p(|p|) = n must be found in the DFStree; i.e., Property 10 is true.
The following property, derived from the characteristic of DFS [43] - [47] , directly explains that no identical MPN is found in developing the DFS-tree; i.e., it is unnecessary to verify and remove the MPN duplications.
Property 11: There is no duplicate ordered node subset found in the DFS tree using the index Pos(•).
V. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM AND EXAMPLE
This section first outlines the pseudocode of the proposed node-based MP algorithm and then demonstrates the proposed algorithm in a stepwise manner using a medium-sized network, as shown in Figure 1 .
A. THE PSEUDOCODE OF THE PROPOSED NODE-BASED MP ALGORITHM
The details of the proposed node-based MP algorithm are described in the following steps for finding all MPs in each network between two specific nodes:
Algorithm:Find all MPs in a networkG(V , E).
Input: A connected graph G(V , E) with node set V , edge set E, a source node (node 1), and a sink node (node n). Output: The MP set in G(V , E). STEP 0. Find V k , and let Lab(k)=0, Pos(V k )=1, where k=1, 2, . . . ,n, and Lab (1) 
and v = v i . 
B. AN EXAMPLE
For convenience and ease of understanding the proposed algorithm, Figure 1 is selected to demonstrate the general step-by-step procedure of the proposed node-based MP algorithm to search for all MPs between the source node (i.e., node 1) and the sink node (i.e., node 6) as follows:
Solution:
. . , 6, and Lab (1) Fig. 3 ), and Pos(V v ) = Pos(V 2 ) = 1. STEP 2. Because node 2 is not the sink node, go to STEP 1. Fig. 4 ), and Pos(V v ) = Pos(V 3 ) = 1. STEP 2. Because node 3 is not the sink node, go to STEP 1. Fig. 5 ), and Pos(V v ) =1. STEP 2. Because node 4 is not the sink node, go to STEP 1.
let Pos(V v ) =Pos(V v )+1=2 and go to STEP 4. Fig. 6 ), and Pos(V v ) =1. STEP 2. Because node 5 is not the sink node, go to STEP 1. 
let Pos(V v ) =Pos(V v )+1=2 and go to STEP 4. Fig. 7 ), and Pos(V v ) =1. STEP 2. Because node 6 is the sink node, we have a new MPN-say, X 1 -{v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v 6 }={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; i.e., an MP: 1→2→3→4→5→6.
Pos(V v )+1=3 and go to STEP 1. Fig. 8 ), and Pos(V v ) =1. :
:
The final result for finding the complete MPN set without duplicates using the proposed algorithm is listed in Table 1 :
VI. THE COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS
In this study, two experiments are conducted to test the performance of the proposed algorithm: Ex1 and Ex2. Both experiments are coded in the C programming language and implemented on an Intel Core i7-5960X CPU 3.00 GHz with 16 GB of RAM and 64-bit Windows 10.
A. Ex1: TEST ON 20 BENCHMARK PROBLEMS
In Ex1, two algorithms are tested on 20 conventional benchmark networks, as shown in Figure 9 , after removing the directions of the edges: the proposed algorithm and the conventional edge-based algorithms proposed in [7] , [43] - [48] . Table 2 lists the runtime (in CPU seconds) for each benchmark problem solved using both algorithms. T node and T edge are the related times for the proposed node-based MP algorithm and the edge-based MP algorithm, respectively. The test for the related benchmark problem is terminated if its runtime is more than 1 h.
It takes only O(|p|) to find any MP p. Hence, the run time is very close to zero if the number of MPs or edges are very small. Therefore, as seen in Table 2 , T node = T edge = 0 for these benchmark problems with a number of edges (i.e., |E|) less than or equal to 14-i.e., benchmark problems 1-4. However, T edge increases exponentially with increasing |E| because it is based on edge subsets and the NP-hard characteristic of the MP problem. In contrast, T node is still zero for the remainder of any benchmark problem. Thus, the proposed node-based MP algorithm is more efficient than the conventional edge-based MP algorithm.
The foregoing observation is the same as the time complexity analyzed in Theorem 4 of Section 3. Thus, the proposed node-based MP algorithm outperforms the conventional edge-based MP algorithm from both theoretical and practical aspects. 
B. Ex2: TEST ON COMPLETE NETWORKS
Each complete network has the maximal number of edges compared to the network with the same number of nodes. For example, Fig. 10 shows a complete graph with 12 nodes.
In Ex2, the experiment is extended to larger complete graphs to verify the maximal node number with which the proposed algorithm is still able to find all MPs. The results are listed in Tables 3 and 4. In Table 3 , |E| = |V |· (|V | − 1)/2 from the definition of complete networks. In addition, from Table 3 , the runtime increases exponentially with the number of nodes, which concurs with the NP-hard characteristic for the network reliability problems. The maximal node number in this test is |V | = 16 because the runtime for 17-node completion is more than 24 h and terminated. In Table 4 , the ratio of values of two consecutive items-i.e., k/(k+1), |E k |/|E k+1 |, |P k |/|P k+1 |, and |T node,k |/|T node,k+1 |-are listed to observe the trend and relationship among these items. Note that these ratios have empty values because their denominators are zero. From Table 4 , the ratio of |P k |/|P k+1 | and the value k−2 tend to coincide; e.g., |P 13 |/|P 14 | is almost equal to 12, and there is a similar result for the ratio of |T k |/|T k+1 | and the value k−2. These two significant observations are able to predict the maximum number of MPs and the runtime to search for all MPs for complete networks and even for general networks.
In addition, the ratios |P k |/|P k+1 | and |T node,k |/|T node,k+1 | are almost equal; e.g., both |P 13 |/|P 14 | and |T node,13 |/|T node,14 | are near 12.
Hence, the runtime of the proposed node-based MP algorithm linearly increases with the increasing number of MPs. Thus, the proposed algorithm is very efficient for the network reliability NP-hard problem.
VII. CONCLUSION
This work proposes a simple and efficient novel concept for finding all MPs, which is an NP-hard problem. The novel concept can be implemented with time complexity O(ne n ) by finding all MPs from ordered node subsets. It is a significant improvement over the previous O(n2 m ) time limits [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , where O(m) = O(n 2 ) [48] . In addition, a nodebased MP algorithm is proposed to efficiently implement the node-based concept without testing each ordered node subset to find all MPs. From an extensive experimental study on 20 benchmark problems in Ex1, the proposed node-based MP algorithm is clearly superior to and more efficient than the conventional edge-based MP algorithm. In Ex2, the proposed algorithm is able to search for all of the MPs in these complete networks up to 16 nodes, and the runtime to find MPs increases linearly with the number of MPs. Hence, the proposed novel concept is very useful for improving the efficiency of searching for all MPs theoretically and practically.
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